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TOMCC is a member 
club of WATOC

After about two years trying to get a club 
ride to Waiheke it finally happened, so 
hold on and I will tell the story about the 
trip there, also what was happening on 
Waiheke.

We all met up at the Brynderwyn turn-
off on SH 12 in the rain, not much but 
enough to piss you off. Although it didn’t 
worry me as I was in the car carrying stuff 
for the weekend, heaps of stuff – then 
more boxes of stuff when we got to the 
Wellsford Wholesale Outlet. 

Next stop was the Puhoi Pub for a bit 
of breakfast and a mug of beer, then it was 
off to Half Moon bay to catch the ferry to 
Waiheke. The weather had come out fine 
when we got to Auckland, but windy.    

When we got to the ferry we had three 
extra biker’s to take over with us – yes, 
Shaz, Ken and John were waiting to get 
onto the same ferry as us, which was 
a good surprise. They were originally 
catching the 4 pm crossing not the 2 pm 
like us. It was great to finally meet up with 
Ken and Shaz, as we had only ever got to 
communicate with emails.  

Steve, Jae and some of the Pre 1980 
Triumph Club were there to greet us 
as we got off the ferry, then we headed 
up to Steve and Jae’s place which is also 
the club house for the Pre 1980 Waiheke 
Triumph Club.  

A great Friday night was held in the 
club rooms with bullshit and drinks 
flowing very well, as it does, and the BBQ 
was kicked into gear with all members 
helping out.

Jack was going great on the BBQ with 
his right hand man the Filthy Scotsman 
showing everyone how to crack an egg 
for the burgers.

Now I have to say it was quite 
remarkable how this egg breaking was 
done. Myself and a few others have never 
seen this way before and you would have 
to have been there to see it done. 

You get the egg in the palm of your right 
hand and slowly bring it up and smash it 
on your forehead – no you don’t crack it 
on the side of the BBQ as you don’t get 
the same effect. Like I say you had to be 
there to see the egg whites and yolk run 
down his face.

 But I have to say the burgers tasted 
very nice. And he did the same on 
Saturday night with more theatre acting 
– it was a great show, and thanks Jack and 
Billy for looking after the BBQ.  

 Saturday was a trip to the markets and 
then a ride around the Island to view a 
few sights. What a great day, the weather 
was just the best, as Steve said, he’d had 
a word to the sun God and he turned it up 
for the whole weekend. 

After the tour it was down to the local 
hotel, Charlie Farley’s, and a great time 
was had by all again catching up with 
TOMCC members. After spending a bit 
of time there we headed back to the club 
rooms as we had a bit of a presentation 
to do. 

Steve has been in the TOMCC for ten 
years and his badge was sent over by Glenn 
with Rick so that I could present it to him 
this weekend. After the presentation Pete 
told me that Steve, ever since he found 
out he had done his ten year stretch with 

Northland TOMCC Social Ride to Waiheke

the club, had been going down to the post 
office every day to see if it had arrived 
and every day coming home sad because 
it hadn’t turned up. So with him getting it 
on the Saturday he had a smile as big as. 
His words – YES! It was a real pleasure to 
hand that 10 year badge to Steve.

I will take this time to thank the Pre 
1980 Waiheke Triumph Club for the use of 
their shed and the hospitality they gave us 
all. Other thanks goes to John and Ken for 
coming all the way from the South Island 
for this weekend, and all who came from 
the North Island Chapters, Thank you for 
your time spent with us we enjoyed your 
company.   For those who missed this trip 
there will be another, as they say “watch 
this space”.

Cheers Bulldozer, Northland TOMCC

Steve & Jae of Waiheke Island would like to take this opportunity to send 
our thanks to TOMCC for their love, support, aroha, emails, koha, calls 
and cards in helping us through these difficult times. It is an honour to 
be part of this club. Any and all of you are always welcome at our place 
anytime. Again thanks to you all.

Cheers Steve & Jae
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1000 kms in one day
Al and I found a Subway. 

An hour and a half later and $60, Chris 
was mobile again, so we fired up again and 
headed to the Tui brewery in Mangatainoka 
for a well deserved pint. One beer each kindly 
supplied by Chris then off we went again. We 
were a bit behind schedule so we decided on 
a long haul to Waiouru via the wind turbines 
heading into Feilding. Awesome piece of 
tarmac winding it way through the massive 
Manuwatu wind turbines.

Another one of many fuel stops at 
Waiouru where we took the opportunity to 
throw on the oilskins for a chilly ride up the 

desert road. Beano set the pace to our next 
stop at Turangi, and directed us to a truck 
stop that he had been to before. Dinner 
down and once again refreshed, Les again 
took the lead for the long leg to Te Kuiti via 
Taumarunui. With the sun setting and Les 
setting a good pace on his Honda cruiser, 
we made Te Kuiti in good time although my 
Bonnie, Beano’s Daytona and Chris’s Beama 
had to go to reserve to make the distance. 
Al reckons he had another 100 kms of fuel 
left in his T-Bird. With our final fuel stop 

sorted, we set out on the final run towards 
home in the darkness. We stopped at the 
top of Mt Messenger for a ride debrief and a 
hearty farewell and set off for home in New 
Plymouth. 

18 hours after I set off, I arrived home 
at 11pm. Job done! Thanks guys. That was 
an awesome ride and I look forward to next 
years 1000km adventure. That’s one ride 
badge to wear with pride. 

Geoff Thomson, Taranaki TOMCC

The day started at 4:15 am – throw down 
some breakfast and meet up with Al and 
Chris in Inglewood at 5 am. Onwards to 
Stratford to find Les catching 40 winks on 
the main street. Next stop was Wanganui 
where we picked up Beano and fuelled up. 

Plans where made to have a cooked 
breakfast in Sanson, so with that in mind 
we saddled up and headed off. Imagine 
our disappointment to find it closed, so 
with hunger pains starting to settle in we 
where off to Route 66 in Foxton to get a well 
deserved breakfast. Closed again! but our 
luck was about to get much better when we 
found Lynettes Café in Levin. Three different 
sized breakfasts and a bottomless coffee cup 
soon had us thinking about the job at hand 
and not our stomachs. Les got the whopper 
breakfast and it was indeed a mountain of 
well cooked goodies. Eggs, bacon, hash 
browns, chips, meat patties, mushrooms, 
tomatoes and toast. Les managed to eat 
everything except a couple of chips. Good 
effort. 

We fired up the bikes again and continued 
our adventure south towards the turn-off 
that would take us up Paekakariki hill and 
our first photo break. Great piece of road 
going through there and over the Haywards. 
Next challenge was the Rimutaka’s, but with 
so many road works going on and having to 
follow a long line of cars down the hill, it was 
a rather slow journey.

On arrival to Greytown, Chris let us know 
that his clutch cable had broken. A guy 
walking past told us he had the same thing 
happen to him in India and recommended 
we head to the Suzuki dealer in Carterton 
for a new one. He gave us directions that 
didn’t include traffic lights, so we crash 
started Chris and off we went. The Suzuki 
dealer didn’t have a long enough cable for 
his Beama, so made some phone calls, gave 
Chris some large cable ties just in case and 
directed us to the Honda dealer in Masterton. 
We got Chris going again and headed to 
Masterton to find a mechanic waiting for us 
at the Honda dealer. While we waited for the 
Beama to get sorted, Les decided that his 
breakfast was now manure and methane so 
Les and Beano headed to a burger bar while 

Al Les

Chris
Beano

Geoff
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It was the little riding companion in my glove 
that really got me thinking about our trip to 
the overnighter on Waiheke Island and what 
a great time we’d had catching up with our 
Northland and Waiheke TOMCC members.

On the long and tiring ride from 
Blenheim to Mosgiel I had stopped at a little 
cafe in Rakaia for a quick meal and a bit of 
a warm-up. As the weather was starting to 
cool down I changed my summer gloves 
for winter gloves, pulled on my a glove and 
felt something inside one of the fingers and 
then as I pulled the glove off, there, was a 
large black cockroach sitting on the end of 
a finger! Needless to say I didn’t wait to find 
out if it was still alive and gave it the heave-
ho into the road and wondered if there was 
any other wildlife tucked away in my luggage 
while giving both the gloves a good shake. 

We’d had the company of ‘roaches in 
the delightful old bach tucked in against 
the hillside above Onetangi which had been 
our accommodation for our overnighter on 
Waiheke Island. Maybe we should have bio-
security checks coming on and off the ferry 
as John had also encountered intimate contact 
with north island creepy-crawlies on his way 
up to Waiheke. In Palmerston North he’d put 
his helmet down and a little while later found 
it covered in ants, both inside and out. “Why 
are those bits of road dirt moving around on 
my visor? I think I’ve got company!”

It was Bulldozer and the Northland 
Chapter of TOMCC who organised the 
Waiheke Island Overnighter and as I’d 
missed our National Rally in February, I was 
determined to make it to this North Island 
event. The event also had another purpose, 
namely to lend some support to Steve and 
Jae, two of our stalwart members living on 
the island. A while ago Jae had suffered a 
stroke leaving her partially paralysed. Since 
then, life has been very difficult for them 
both, particularly with a very limited income 
and the need for ongoing medical care. It 
was the proceeds from the admission fee to 
the overnighter that would be presented to 
Steve and Jae to help ease their burden. 

Journey’s start from Dunedin was an 
early finish from work in sunshine with  
arrival  in Christchurch late evening in the 
rain, oh well, better get used to it as there 
was more to come. Christchurch to Taupo 
in one day is a long ride so I was away by 
4.15am next morning to catch the early 
ferry from Picton. 

After a day of showers and a few 
breaks of sunshine I finally got through 
to  Taupo at about 6.30pm where I met up 
with Bob, Sharon and John at Blackcurrant 
Backpackers. Bob had come down from 
Auckland to accompany us through to the 

ferry, John had come up from Invercargill 
the previous day and had met up with Sharon 
who’d come across from Wanganui.

Friday morning and we all headed off 
north in misty sunshine led by Bob with 
a break for a very enjoyable late breakfast 
in Tirau. After making very good time 
despite the horrors of the South Auckland 
motorway (us South Islanders are used to 
quieter roads!!), Bob indicated our turnoff 
for Halfmoon Bay and with only a brief stop 
to get our bearings we soon found our way 
through to the Waiheke ferry. As we had 
booked a later ferry, our southern charm 
and Sharon’s sweet smile soon persuaded 
the booking clerk to allow us to re-book for 
an earlier sailing. Shortly after, Bulldozer 
and the Northland TOMCC riders turned 
up in force looking the business and ready 
to party for the weekend.

On our arrival at Kennedy Point on 
Waiheke Island we were met by Steve and 
couple of friends who then led us all up a 
narrow, winding road to his home at Trig 
Hill, on top of what seemed to be the highest 
point on the island, where we were warmly 
welcomed by the Waiheke Island Pre 1982 
Triumph Club. Their clubroom (which also 
doubles up as Steve’s garage) was a shrine 
to Meriden Triumphs. Walls, ceilings, 
rafters – all festooned with Triumph parts 
and paraphenalia and a couple of beautifully 
prepared Triumphs on the floor, and one 
on the hoist undergoing surgery. This little 
piece of Triumph heaven is a real credit to 
Steve and the local Triumph riders. 

On Saturday morning in glorious 
sunshine we all re-assembled at the top of 
the hill and our tour of the island started 
off down the now familiar snake-like road 
to a local Saturday morning craft market 
in Ostend. Great little market with lots of 
tempting stuff, but as my luggage carrying 
capacity was very limited I had to make do 
with a nice set of earrings as a gift for my 
dear wife Lisette, back home in Mosgiel.

In increasing warmer weather we seemed 
to be exploring every tiny island road often 
ending up at some beautiful little cove or 
bay, or enjoying the magnificent views of 
the Hauraki Gulf islands with the distinctive 
skyline of Auckland on the horizon. It was 
a really excellent tour finally ending up  
outside Charlie Farleys Bar in Onetangi. 

Our long line of Triumphs on the road 
outside the bar attracted a lot of interest from 
locals and tourists. Many of them looked at 
the bikes with a wistful air of envy and in a 
few of the older ones I could see a stirring of 
memories of their youth, possibly when they 
also rode a bike. The simple moral of course 
being – don’t stop riding – it’s just too good 
a way of life!

After a long lazy lunch, lasting most of 
the afternoon, we all found our way back 
up to the club rooms on Trig Hill where the 
important event of the day would take place 
– the presentation by Bulldozer of the event’s 
proceeds to Steve and Jae along with our 
wishes that life will be a bit kinder to them 
both. A second presentation was a Ten Year 
Badge to Steve, much to his surprise and 
delight. Spot prizes organised by Bulldozer 
were also dished out, particularly the 
furthest travelled prize to John Witherington 
who’d come up from Invercargill. The rest of 
the evening was spent just relaxing, having a 
chat with friends we don’t see very often and 
just enjoying being on top of this delightful 
little island.

After our Sunday morning departure 
on the early ferry, we picked our way, with 
a few unintentional detours, through south 
Auckland traffic and onto the motorway. 
From Taumarunui, Sharon headed straight 
back home to Wanganui whilst John and I 
took Highway 43 to discover the delights 
of riding the Forgotten Highway. It was the 
first time I had been down this bit of road 
and I was not disappointed. What a fantastic 
collection of twisties through stunning 
scenery, and apart from only a short stretch 
of easy gravel, it’s all sealed. Definitely a 
must-do-again ride.

We stopped for a quick break at the 
Whangamomona Hotel and had planned on 
possibly staying the night. But after being 
made to feel by the proprietor that we were 
somewhat of a nuisance, an overnight stay 
in Stratford seemed more attractive and as it 
was John knew just where to go to – a nice 
clean budget priced motel in what was once 
a nunnery.

We got off to an earlyish start on 
Monday morning with a pie for breakfast at 
a run-down little dairy just out of Patea and 
chatted to the dairy owner who had originally 
come up from Otago. But our first cup of 
tea for the day was not until we reached 
Waverley, stopping for a quick visit to our 
dear friends Sue and Bruce. Unfortunately 
Bruce wasn’t home but Sue made us very 
welcome, ushering us into their enormous 
living room –  a converted village hall. What 
a marvellous place to live in – double bed up 
on the stage, bikes parked over to one side, 
Triumph memorabilia on the walls and a big 
stove to keep it all nice and cosy.

Sharon met up with us as we came into 
Wanganui and was our escort through the 
city without us getting caught up in traffic. It 
was kind of sad to be leaving her again just 
south of Wanganui. She’d been a great riding 
companion for the time we’d been away and 
I’m sure John would agree with me when I 
say that we look forward to having Sharon’s 
company again in the not too distant future.

Once out of Wanganui the rest of the 
journey was just a push to get home. Ferry 
to Picton, overnight at the Blenheim motor 
camp and then directly home to Dunedin in 
one day for me with John staying another 
night in Oamaru before heading home to 
Invercargill.

I would like to thank  the Northland 
Chapter of TOMCC NZ and the Waiheke 
Island Pre 1982 Triumph Club for their 
hospitality and a really enjoyable weekend. 
My thanks also to Bob, John and Sharon for 
their excellent companionship on the road.

Ken Spall, 
TOMCC Otago and Southland

North to Waiheke – April 2012

Ken Sharon John Bob
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Whitecliffs Overnighter, 17th March 2012
Due to the 2011 event being cancelled 
because of the ongoing earthquakes this was 
our first overnighter for two years, and the 
Canterbury Committee planned for this to 
be our best yet. One thing we had no control 
over was the weather but Saturday was hot 
and dry and for the first time in going to 
Whitecliffs there was no rain from the time 
we left Christchurch until we arrived home 
again.

Whitecliffs is just over an hour from 
Christchurch and is an easy ride. The 
camping ground is very spacious with plenty 
of trees and grass, a river along one boundary, 
and toilet blocks. Members arrived from 
2pm onwards and collected firewood until 
the club trailer arrived and was unloaded. 
Personal gear including sleeping bags, tents 
etc. was put to one side; food and drink put 
in the shade; and all other gear arranged in 
piles according to its purpose. 

Top priority was setting up the steam 
cooker and preparing the food- silverside, 
chicken, pork, cabbage, potato, kumara, 
onion and carrot were stacked inside the 
cooker in baskets (with frozen mixed veges 
cooked later). 

The club marquee and gazebo were soon 
erected, and the bar with a wide range of 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks set up in 
the corner of the marquee. As the main meal 
takes a few hours to cook the bbq was fired 

Rebuild of TOMCC Website
Over the last couple of months we have been working on a 
new TOMCC website. As I am writing this the committee and 
area coordinators have access to the new site and will be 
giving me their feedback.  Once I have that we will finalise 
the structure of the site. It will probably be live by the time 
you get this newsletter but if not keep looking as it will be up 
very soon.
Some of the content may not be complete and/or up to date 
but we can work on that live as I get information and dates for 
meetings, events etc. from the coordinators. The web address 
won’t change; it’s still www.tomcc.co.nz  and let’s keep it live 
and relevant by constantly updating it with new posts. You 
will see there is now a technical topics section and I’m sure 
there are plenty more workshop hints/trivia/useful contacts 
out there that can go in this section – send them to me at 
jagmorgan@gmail.com and I will add them.

Geoff Morgan

up about 5pm with bread, sausage, onion 
and tomato sauce being very popular.

 An excellent trophy had been made 
for an impromptu bike show and 3 judges 
moved quietly (although not totally 
unobserved) around the campsite judging 
all of the Triumphs.Top bike was Murray’s 
T140 Bonnie and 2nd prize of a t-shirt went 
to Nigel’s Street Triple. There were approx 
25 Triumphs and no two were the same. 

Prizes were presented by Darryl Payne, 
the founder of TOMCC NZ Inc. Music 
(complete with a screen) had been set up in 
the gazebo and played into the early hours. 
It was encouraging to see so many ladies 
present and enjoying themselves, although 
they were quite a formidable looking group 
when they were together in that circle.

 About 7.30pm the main meal was ready 
and it was well worth waiting for. Being 
Autumn it got quite cold as the evening 
progressed, but the bonfire was roaring and 
a gas heater had been set up in the marquee, 
which with a new roof is now completely 
waterproof (no holes). 

Hot tea and coffee were available all 
evening and the bar was open until after 
midnight. By 6.30 Sunday morning the 
urn had been fired up so that early risers 
could have a hot drink and the bonfire 
restarted using more wood collected from 
the riverbank. Whitecliffs had apparently 

had frosts for the previous 3 mornings but 
although it was cold there was no frost as 
the weather continued to smile on us. The 
bbqs were both fired up and soon bacon, 
hashbrowns, sausages, scrambled eggs, 
baked beans and toast were ready. 

Late risers also cooked up potato from 
the night before as chips. There were a 
few sore heads but most people were eager 
to embrace the new day. After a hot drink 
and breakfast people packed up, said their 
goodbyes and headed home. 

Thankyou to everyone who attended 
(including Ken from Dunedin and John from 
Invercargill) and helped make this our best 
attended overnighter yet – approximately 
50 people including many new faces. When 
I left at 9.40am, apart from a few people in 
the final stages of getting ready to leave, the 
areas we had used were so tidy that nobody 
would have known that we had been there.

This overnighter was another 
excellent example of what TOMCC NZ 
Inc is all about – Triumph motorcycles 
and Triumph enthusiasts enjoying each 
others company and working together 
while having a really great time.

John Milligan, Canterbury TOMCC

PS. “Many hands make light work” and along 
with many other TOMCC NZ Inc. events 

Chris Reid and his Best British prize-winning 
Triumph America at this year’s March Hare Rally

Hawke’s Bay Area 
Triumph owners

Contact : Steve Kendall
steverk@xtra.co.nz

Phone: 027 4542224 or 06 838 8380
Monthly rides on last Sunday 

of the month
Contact Steve for details

Another  
TOMCC winner

http://www.tomcc.co.nz
mailto:jagmorgan@gmail.com
mailto:steverk@xtra.co.nz
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Whitecliffs Overnighter 
March 2012
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Waiheke Island Overnighter 
April 2012
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Great Barrier Island – “Bloody hell I hope it doesn’t rain”
a drunken sailor and the shocks graunch 
in protest. We take a bet based on his looks 
and load that he is heading the same place 
as us, Great Barrier Island.

Couple of minutes later and sure enough, 
Captain Salt and his cabin boy pulled into 
the check in lane, with his load swaying 
protestingly. This was going to be an 
interesting ferry trip once we hit the forecast 
swells in the outer gulf watching his load self 
destruct.

With the bikes tied down and a hot 
coffee liberally laced with rum from Ted’s 
extinguisher we toast for a safe and enjoyable 
next 4 days on the island.

We leave on time at 7.00am first past 
Rangitoto and then Waiheke islands and we 
are soon heading directly into a strong nor- 
easter and a swell of about 3 metres and sure 
enough Captain Salt’s load on his ute starts 
swaying out of tune with the cab and chassis 
causing the ferry crew to rush around 
adding extra tie downs and wheel chocks to 
all the vehicles. 

Amazing how the old bikes attract 
attention and act as an ice breaker as by 
the time we got to Waiheke, Capt Salt and 
his cabin boy had come up and introduced 
themselves. They lived at Orere Point and 
had a weekend bach on the island nestled 
in 120 acres and he was on his way to the 
island with his son along with a load of 
building materials to build a house for his 
daughter to move into. Plan was to have it 
completed in the space of 6 weeks. He was 
amused when we remarked that it would 
take 6 weeks to just get a building permit on 
the mainland, well I guess that’s island life.

An hour into the trip and we were starting 
to show the effects of the early start so we 
try to snatch 40 winks stretched out on the 

bench seats in the sun on the upper deck and 
get badly sunburnt faces for our trouble. 

A long tedious trip of 4.5hrs which if it 
wasn’t for the people we met on the ferry and 
the short interlude when a pod of Dolphins 
played in the ferries bow wave would have 
been like extracting teeth.

The ferry had barely cut back to 5 knots 
prior to docking at Tryphena when we 
passed some Gannets working. This boded 
well for our fishing.

Being first on unfortunately meant we 
were last off and forced us to sit behind all 
the vehicles as they slowly made their way 
off the ferry and via the very narrow main 
road to Tryphena Township.

We parked the bikes up but with the 
pub closed until 4.00pm we decide to have 
a hamburger for lunch from the general 
store. Amusing to watch a women fill her 
boat up with Standard fuel at $3.30 per litre 
compared with the $2:12 we paid less than 5 
hours ago on the mainland.

Lunch over we head south on the Cape 
Barrier road and very soon get to the end 
of the road and with no easy access to the 
beach below so we head back towards 
Tryphena where we take Little Goat Road. 
Interesting name for a road and 5 minutes 
later we realise why it has that name. The 
road peters out to a dead end where it 
continues as a single lane with patches of 
grass growing in the middle signposted, 
“No Exit, resident’s vehicles only, locked 
gate, very steep 4 wheel drive only past this 
point”. The sign is enough to persuade us 
from pushing our luck and going further so 
we do a U turn and head back to Tryphena 
to plan our next move.

Back at Shoal Bay road and Ray waves 
Trev down, the bag on his carrier was 

After what seemed hours I rounded the 
last corner and stopped on the beachfront 
at Fletcher bay. I was finally at the end of 
the Coromandel. I stared out to sea but due 
to the rain I was unable to see much more 
than a couple of hundred metres in front of 
me when all of a sudden the rain stopped 
and there it was . . . The Barrier. What a 
sight, this bush clad island with steep mist 
shrouded hills which although about 25k 
away looked not much more than about 5k.

The seed was set, I had to go there.
Fast forward about 45 years to late 2010 

with Ted now on the road and what better 
form of transport than a 1938 girder forked 
Speed Twin to do the island and its 120k of 
mixed metal & sealed steep twisting roads 
on. 

Ray and Ole Smoky confirmed they were 
up for the task so the planning started and 
with more than a couple of false starts the 
island date slip out to late December 2011 
some 12 months later.

The intention was to sleep rough and 
fend for ourselves by fishing and scrounging 
whatever we could from where ever we were 
able to.

A list is made of all the likely items we will 
need, fishing gear, gas cooker, billy, coffee, 
tent fly, Rum etc and one week out sees us 
with everything ticked off, panniers packed 
and ready to go.

Auckland is soon reached and we take 
the Nelson Street off ramp, down to the 
bottom and left into Quay Street where we 
pull into the BP servo for gas. There was 
much amusement when an old guy with a 
huge King Neptune beard driving a Ute 
whose load is bigger than the Ute itself pulls 
in behind us.

Crossing the gutter his load sways like 
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hanging off held only by a bungee cord. Its 
noticed that Trev’s oilskin which was folded 
up and bungeed under the bag was missing. 
Quick U turn to retrace our steps but no sign 
of it, gone never to be seen again, “bloody 
hell I hope it doesn’t rain”. 

By now it is getting onto mid afternoon so 
with still a good 5 hours plus of daylight left 
it’s decided to explore the rest of the roads on 
the south end of the island towards Schooner 
Bay. The roads are a repeat of what had gone 
before, bloody tight, steep, loose metal and 
dead ends signposted, “No exit 4 wheel drive 
only past this point”. We enjoy sweeping 
views from the top of the hills and with once 
again no easy direct access to deep water off 
the rocks we return back towards Tryphena. 
Half way back and Ted’s clock tells us that it 
is 4pm somewhere in the world which calls 
for a stop in Schooner Bay to check the fire 
extinguisher and check the beach out for 
our night’s accommodation. We had hardly 
stopped when the (earlier mentioned) Cabin 
Boy walks down an adjacent drive to invite 
us up to the house for a drink. Seems we had 
stopped in Captain Salt’s drive and hearing 
us pull up at the same time as they finished 
unloading the ute of its building materials 
decided that there was no better excuse to 
lift the cap.

Very pleasant hour spent there drinking 
his beer and talking shit, got given the 
grand tour of his pad, magnificent views to 
the south west across the Firth of Thames 
and if it wasn’t for the fact that he was 
drinking Steinlagers we probably would 
have accepted the invitation to bed down 
there for the night.  

Heading back toward Tryphena we 
stopped at a spot in Puriri Bay that the 
Captain recommended for fishing and while 
Trev fished, Ray who was not impressed 
with the fishability of the location, looked 
after the rums. Wasn’t long before we heard 
a bike stop up on the road and watched as 
some guy looked Ole Smoky & Ted over. 
Very soon had a conversation going over 
the 50 metres between the rocks where we 
were and the car park. Spying our rums he 

decided to join us and came down with his 
backpack full of Macs beers. Great hour 
spent with the guy who it turned out lived 
at the bottom of Little Goat Road and owned 
a Norton Commando. Shunning yet another 
invitation for a bed for the night we packed 
up and with it not far off dusk we are back 
on the road hunting for a nice spot to crash 
for the night.

It was a lovely evening for a ride up the 
coast but as darkness was descending we 
decided the next side road that took us 
towards the beach, was us. 

We turn down the next road and very 
quickly run out of seal and onto metal then 
through an open gate onto a farm road and 
there like a beacon in front of us is a Doc 
camp and shelter that with the exception 
of a couple of American surfers 500 meters 
away at the far end of the camp in a mobile 
caravan is deserted so we park the bikes 
under the shelter and pick our beds for 
the night, Ray on the wooden BBQ table 
and Trev on the 300 x 50 plank seat. Trev 
produces the bacon and egg pie out of the 
saddle bags which along with a rum (or two) 
was our dinner.

The night passed quickly enough and 
the two old motorcyclists were moaning in 
the morning about the solid bench beds. 
The weather looked a bit overcast and as 
Trev wanted to pull the carb off Mr Ted, 
Ray decided to head to the beach in search 
of pipies for fish bait. It was not long before 
the cloudy skies turned into drizzle then 
light rain and then torrential rain, we were 
so lucky to have the shelter or all our gear 
would have been soaked. Couple of hours 
later and by now coffee’d out, it looks like 
the rain is easing so we decided to make a 
break for it.

A few minutes up the road we stop for a 
photo and noticed the signpost said 16km 
to Port Fitzroy. Our ride up the coast the 
previous night had nearly taken us to the 
next day’s destination of fishing at Port 
Fitzroy.

It was a short ride over the hills to Port 
Fitzroy and down to the wharf where we 

spoke to some locals about a spot to fish. 
The recommendation here was to go to the 
end of the gravel road and walk down the 
track to the rocks and fish there, sounds 
good to us.

At the top of Kaiaraara Bay Road a great 
view out across Port Fitzroy to Kaikoura 
Island where the 3 masted sailing ship, Spirit 
of Adventure is heading up the harbour, Ray 
stopped to take a picture and at the same 
time spotted a guy paying particular interest 
in 2 trummpies that had pulled up outside 
his house.

Later when we were down at the parking 
lot at the end of the road discussing the 
fishability of the spot the same guy (Dave 
was his name) pulls up in his car and pops 
out in the subsequent conversation that he 
is from Hamilton. 

“Do you know Graeme Cole and Mark 
Hatton?” he asks us, “I used to knock around 
with them.”  We both look at each other 
thinking we are in for some stories here as 
we inform him we know them both well.

With a promise to stop in at his house 
when we had finished fishing he waves us 
goodbye to return to his home renovations 
and us to our fishing in the bloody rain. A 
couple of hours later we stopped in at Dave’s 
to boast about our one snapper we caught for 
dinner and to have a quick catch up before 
we proceeded back down the coast. The rain 
is pretty heavy by now and a coffee and feed 
of mussels at Dave’s was very welcomed.

Trev was getting tempted to accept the 
invitation from Dave and his wife to stay for 
the night but Ray was keen to continue on 
and he quickly announced before we got 
too settled in that the rain had eased and we 
should be off.

The rained had eased? I don’t think so. 
But our intrepid travellers continue back 
toward Claris where some 40 odd minutes 
latter with Trev protesting that he is cold 
and soaked, we start searching for the first 
back packer’s accommodation we could 
find, everything is wet through.

At the south end of Claris we spy a sign 
pointing up what must be the steepest 
driveway in New Zealand, yes they have a 
bed for the night and more importantly a 
dry shed to store the bikes in. Despite their 
own personal accommodation being like a 
bomb site great people and kindly offered to 
put all our wet weather gear in front of the 
coal range to dry out. 

No shops of any description open on a 
Sunday so we were resigned to drinking our 
Rum with water when Mine Host produced 
a half full bottle of the flattest Coke we have 
ever seen and half bottle of Lemonade that 
at least had some fizz left. Rum and flat’ish 
lemonade, worked for us after the 2nd glass. 

With rum in hand we make our way to 
the communal kitchen which we shared 
with a German fraulein and her father. 
Interesting people with not a lot of English, 
but did get out of Adolf, that the daughter 
was a vegetarian and on cooking duties so 
he was worried that he was not going to get 
his essential ration of red meat. He seemed 
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to like Lion Red as they were disappearing at 
a regular rate of knots. Ray’s snapper we pan 
fried after dusting in some herbed flour that 
Trev had packed and served with Baked 
Beans which although not exactly Cordon 
Blue at least filled the gap.

The next day we planned to head back up 
the island and out to the west coast to look 
at two inlets we had not seen. We were still 
very hopeful of getting some decent sort of 
fishing done.

It was a nice hilly and short ride over to 
Blind Bay where we spent several hours 
fishing off the wharf at Flax Point in Okupu 
Bay. I would call it a total waste of time 
as all we did was feed the fish and pull in 
undersize things.  A local popped along for a 
chat and told us some of the history within 
the bay in particular the story behind the 
very nice house and grounds situated right 
on the water front. 

It turns out that the owner was the guy 
who imported the US Diver gear into NZ 
and subsequently had the Nike franchise. 
Unfortunately he now has Alzheimer’s and 
is in permanent care in a hospital and no 
longer enjoys the magnificent view from 
this property. At least according to the story 
relayed to us he had the pleasure of tying 
up his house and property in a tight trust so 
his wife who was now living the high life in 
Sydney was unable to liquidate it and bank 
the cash.

We left the bay frustrated again with no 
fish and headed back to grab some lunch at 
Claris.

With our lunch of ‘Fish n Chips’, (yes 
out of frustration we had resorted to buying 
some bloody fish) now out of the way its 
back on the road out to Whangaparapara 
where the Great Barrier Lodge is located. 

What a location and would guess that the 
place would be absolutely jumping at New 
Year’s. Spoke to some guys fishing on the 
wharf who were having absolutely no luck 
so we decided after a quick look around, 
bugger the fishing and head to the lodge for 
a beer.

Mid afternoon with it still threatening  
more bloody rain we decide to hunt out 
another back packers rather than sleep 
rough. Pull into Cross Roads Back Packers 
and yes they have a double room for us, book 
in, dump the gear and head to an appointment 
Steptoe (we had by now renamed Mine Host 
from the previous nights back packers) had 
made for us with an islander named Art who 
had a number of classic bikes including 
some race Manx Norton’s. 

Art who for the last 26 years has been 
living in a commune that was only accessible 
by boat, had a 30 minute walk from his house 
to the boat, an hour’s boat trip and then a 
further hour’s drive to meet us at his lock 
up in Claris. We rolled up early to his lock 
up and had a chat to the lock up manager 
whilst we waited. Unfortunately Art did not 
front which was a shame as we were looking 
forward to seeing his bikes. The Manager 
phoned Art to see if he was home but there 
was no answer so we hoped he had not been 
involved in an accident as he was an hour 
late now and had a reputation for being 
prompt.

Back to our night’s accommodation and 
we cook up a packet of snags and spaghetti 
which we devour without swallowing. 
Followed by an interesting hour talking 
with  the fraulein and her father who we had 
cooked with last night, about their day off 
walking in the rain to some hot natural pools. 
They too had moved on and had coincidently 
booked into the same back packers as us. 

Adolf once again downed the Lion reds 
like there was no tomorrow and worried 
about if he was going to get red meat for 
dinner. Even offered us one of his beers but 
as we were still trying to find the bottom 
of our Rum bottle by now with some fresh 
Coke we turned down the offer. Interesting 
places back packers where you will find all 
sorts of people.

Another early night and apart from the 
bloody Mozzies a good night’s sleep.

Rise early next morning to be told they 
take “Cash only, no EFTPOS”, panic, “no 

worries she tells us, I will give you my bank 
a/c number and you can direct deposit when 
you get back to the mainland”.

Amazing trust as they didn’t know who 
we were or our contact details, guess that 
island life.

For a minute there we thought we saw 
a section of blue sky, surely not!! We pack 
the bikes in the pouring rain and prepare 
to ride back to Tryphena (a relatively short 
ride of about 20k’s). We head down the coast 
at a casual pace, no good racing too hard 
or we will be there before we leave.    The 
rain stops during the journey and it was 
fine by the time we arrived at Tryphena for 
the “big breakfast’” of bacon & eggs and a 
warm coffee. Whilst enjoying this, we were 
chatting and looking across the harbour 
and decide we will try fishing off the rocks 
over by the ferry terminal, but first let’s find 
some accommodation.  We rode around 
Tryphena checking a few places out when 
as we were leaving one place Trev catches 
his coat on the dash board on the tank off 
Mr Ted, snapping the moulding in half.  This 
requires a fair bit of tape to hold in place and 
Trev is far from happy about the damage to a 
very hard to get part of his motorcycle. 

Ray finally had spotted a couple of brown 
Teal (native flightless duck) and sneaks off 
down the river to capture a photo. Upon 
returning to the bike Ray see’s the look of 
disgust on Trev’s face and points out the 
Fuller ferry now docked on the other side 
of the harbour indicating a run to the ferry 
could be on, “you wanna go home a day early 
mate?” There was no decision to make so we 
headed around the Bay to ask the question 
of the crewmen. The weather had taken its 
toll and we were worn out and in need of a 
good steak.

On arrival the crew confirmed it was no 
problem to get on early so we were in. As 
the ferry pulled out of Tryphena harbour 
the sun came out and the harbour looked 
beautiful, “typical”, we said.

On arrival at the Auckland port our 
readers will be interested to note it was 
close to 5:00pm in downtown Auckland and 
we all know what that means, heavy traffic!  
Trev leads the way up through the one way 
streets and we finally get to the motorway 
to stretch our legs to 90kph cruising up the 
inside lane past the slower traffic. At one 
point some big fella on a Harley cruised past 
with a small dog sitting on the tank gave us 
the thumbs up (gee is that approval or even 
recognition from a Harley rider that other 
bikes do exist?).

After a fuel stop at Papakura and a quick 
chat with an old guy with the hood up on 
his Bentley, we head south but not before 
agreeing to stop at the traditional resting 
place the Rangiriri Hotel for that steak meal 
and a beer to celebrate the trip. An hour 
later and with just enough daylight left to get 
home without having to use our nonexistent 
lights, we once again head south and apart 
from Trev & Ted getting yet another soaking 
from a heavy downpour at Gordonton, the 
rest of the trip was uneventful.

Ray & Trev, TOMCC Waikato
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79 Crawford Street
Dunedin, 9016, New Zealand
Ph (03) 477 0366

The longest distance Meriden Triumph rider of 
the 2011 WATOC Rally Challenge 

George Heeres interviewed by Dan Christoffersen, TOMCC Denmark

Normally we would have an interview with 
the winner of the WATOC Rally Challenge, 
the one with the most km’s. But since John 
Curtis aka “JC” has managed to win the 
challenge again for the second year, we’ll 
do it a bit different this time. Clocking up an 
impressive 7940 kms doing 10 rallies on his 
675 Daytona, John beat Kees Stappershoef in 
second place with 5465kms. Congratulations 
to John and everyone else who managed to 
complete the Challenge.

 Though the top 10 of the WATOC Rally 
Challenge is dominated by the new Triumphs 
built at Hinckley, there’s no reason why a 
Meriden Triumph shouldn’t do well.

George Heeres has proved that. Riding 
his Triumph Trident T150V he managed 
4136 kms, that gave him an 8th place and best 
Meriden. George who is born in Surabaja 
Indonesia but grew up in the Netherlands, 
started riding British Bikes in the sixties 
and particularly liked the first unit Triumph 
Bonneville.

In 1968 he bought one of the original 
Thruxton Bonnevilles, one of only 52. “I 
really loved that bike. At that time, very fast, 
a real hooligan-bike!” In 1974 he bought a 
T150V. Got married and sold the Triumph, 
got children, got divorced and before long, 
“I bought myself a present!” A ‘74 T150V. 

A year ago he bought another Triumph, 
a project T150V. George and his present 

did 13,000 km in 2011. The bike has proved 
to be reliable, except for on the way from 
Denmark to the German Triple run, when 
the engine started running on two cylinders. 
“I thought, I holed a piston but it happened 
to be an almost disconnected coil-wire”. 

No two rallies are the same and George 
can’t say he has a favourite. The Beezumph 
Rally was great “because I have many friends 
in England and I saw a lot of very nice 
Triples”.  The Beezumph rally is organized 
by the Trident & Rocket 3 Owners Club 
(TR3OC) and is a track day based rally. It 
used to be at Cadwell Park but has now 
moved to the picturesque Anglesey Circuit.

 Situated in North West Wales, overlooking 
the Irish Sea and Snowdonia Mountains. 
Beezumph is the best place on earth to look 
and listen to Triples from Triumph and BSA 
along with many other classic British bikes.

What George remembers from the 
Swedish Britannia Rally is the “deafening 
silence” when sitting by the lake at Ulrika. 
Organized by the TOMCC Sweden, it´s one 
of the biggest gatherings of Triumphs and 
other British bikes in Scandinavia. Britannia 
Rally is held at a different location every year, 
which gives visitors the perfect opportunity 
to see different parts of Sweden. 

The Ameland Rally can be described 
with just one word. “Cosy”! Ameland is 
one of the islands off the north coast of the 

Want to know more about WATOC?
Check out the website for more details: 

http://sites.google.com/site/watoctriumph/ 
or ring Ken Spall, (WATOC International Liaison Officer) 03 489 1740 

Netherlands. The rally is held at a campsite 
within walking distance from a beautiful 
sandy beach. The village Nes is just a short 
walk away, with enough restaurants to feed 
the whole rally. The Ameland rally is popular 
with WATOC Challenge riders and many 
see it as an “end of the season rally”.

George didn’t do the WATOC Challenge to 
win it, the distance registration was just for 
pleasure. But he tells me that, one day he’ll 
be the oldest bloke on a Meriden Triumph 
and riding the longest distance overall for 
the WATOC Challenge.

George’s advice to anyone considering 
doing the Challenge: Don’t consider it – just 
do it. Make it a quest in life – BE A BRAT!

Dan Christoffersen, TOMCC Denmark

South Island’s 
newest Triumph 

Dealership
The last weekend in May saw MCR take 
on the Triumph dealership for Otago with 
the product launch being celebrated with 
a demo ride day using a wide selection of 
Triumph’s latest bikes. 
This very happy occasion was well 
supported by a large number of local 
riders as well as riders from as far afield as 
Timaru. It was encouraging to see that the 
demo bikes were in constant use with many 
riders having to wait their turn. They waited 
patiently to sample Triumph’s best whilst 
browsing the MCR showroom stocked with 
a great range of Triumph products, many 
at heavily reduced prices.
Since the mid 1980’s Motorcycle 
Replacements has been at the forefront 
of motorcycling in Dunedin and Otago by 
actively supporting local riders, motorcycle 
clubs, rallies and motorcycle sporting 
events.
TOMCC NZ Inc wish MCR every success in 
their new venture.

15, 16 & 17 February 2013 
Blue Skies, Kaiapoi

15 minutes north of  Christchurch

OPEN TO ALL MOTORCYCLISTS

Have a look at the venue www.blueskies.org.nz
Registration form to be available shortly on the TOMCC webpage

19th National Rally celebrating 
20 years of  TOMCC NZ Inc

http://www.blueskies.org.nz
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Wanted to Borrow
Bike mounted Deer Netting Gun. Contact John Witherington 

ph 03 216 9928. TOMCC Otago / Southland Chapter
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Thunderbike Engineering Ltd was incorporated just over a year ago after  
the tying up of the Thunderbike Powersports/Adventure NZ Motorcycle 
Tours businesses. Many of you will recognise the name as a resurrection of 
the original Thunderbike and the aim is to take it back to its roots, providing 
engineering solutions and alternatives to today’s biking challenges.

So Thunderbike lives on, designing, manufacturing and supplying 
bespoke aftermarket products for modern Triumph motorcycles. They 
aim to continue to expand their product range to provide products for 
new models that have something more to offer than the genuine Triumph 
offerings or that put the accessories into a price bracket more readily 
affordable to the average Kiwi. Preferably both! And all designed and 
manufactured here in New Zealand.

The website continues to run as an online outlet for all their products 
and for selected aftermarket products and imported goodies. They are 
also still able to supply genuine Triumph parts and accessories, often 
at below NZ RRP. It costs nothing to email through an enquiry! Email to 
parts@thunderbike.co.nz

There’s plenty to tempt you on the website. From screens and crash bars 
to cams and handlebars and of course exhausts. Just take a browse at 
www.thunderbike.co.nz

Thunderbike are always on the look out for bikes to test fit their products 
to. As the model years tick along they like to try existing products on the 
latest models to make sure Triumph haven’t thrown a sneaky spanner in 
the works. It helps if you are local because they prefer to do the fitting 
themselves to make sure no small details are missed and to document 
any changes needed to the product or the all important fitting instructions. 
Having said that they use manufacturers in the Christchurch, Wellington 
and Palmerston North areas so can be flexible if it works for both parties.

If you are local or are heading through Nelson with a bit of spare time 
they’d love to hear from you. At the moment they are particularly interested 
in finding a Rocket III Roadster (in Nelson or the Christchurch area) and an 
800 Tiger (in the Wellington area).

Projects on the go right now include Tiger 800 products, centre stands 
for the EFI Bonnie T100 & Speedmaster/America and affordable sissy 
bar backrests for the Speedmaster/America. Get in touch if you have any 
interest or if there are any other products you’d like to see. They’re not set 
up to make quick turn around one offs at the moment but can facilitate it if 
required and where there’s a demand will definitely look into doing small 
batches.

Thunderbike Engineering Ltd, 2/46A Muritai Street, 
Tahunanui, Nelson 7011 

Phone: 03 548 5787 Website: http://www.thunderbike.co.nz 
Email: parts@thunderbike.co.nz

Triumph poem by Wendy Baker, Hawkes Bay
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